Abstract: Choice experiments help manufacturers, service-providers, policy-makers and other researchers in taking business decisions. Traditionally, while using designs for discrete choice experiments, every respondent is shown the same collection of choice pairs (that is, the choice design). Also, as the attributes and/or the number of levels under each attribute increases, the number of choice pairs in an optimal paired choice design increases rapidly. Moreover, in the literature under the utility-neutral setup, random subsets of the theoretically obtained optimal designs are often allocated to respondents. The question therefore is whether one can do better than a random allocation of subsets. To address these concerns, in the linear paired comparison model (or, equivalently the multinomial logit model), we first incorporate the fixed respondent effects (also referred to as the block effects) and then obtain optimal designs for the parameters of interest. Our approach is simple and theoretically tractable, unlike other approaches which are algorithmic in nature. We present several constructions of optimal block designs for estimating main effects or main plus two-factor interaction effects. Our results show when and how an optimal design for the model without blocks can be Statistica Sinica: Newly accepted Paper (accepted version subject to English editing) Optimal Paired Choice Block Designs 2 split into blocks so as to retain the optimality properties under the block model.
Introduction
Choice experiments mimic situations where individuals have to choose between a number of competing options. The goal is to quantify the influence of the attributes which characterize the choice options through a choice experiment. In a choice experiment, respondents are shown multiple choice sets of options and from each set they choose the preferred option.
Considering choice sets of size two and r given respondents, a paired choice experiment is usually perceived as showing the same set of N choice pairs to each of the r respondents. The respondents are asked to give their preference among the two options for each of the N choice pairs shown to them.
Each option in a choice pair is described by a set of k attributes, where for i = 1, . . . , k, the ith attribute has v i levels, v i ≥ 2. We represent the v i levels by 0, . . . , v i − 1. In a choice experiment, a paired choice design d is an allocation of choice pairs among r respondents such that each respondent observes N choice pairs. Such paired choice designs are often analyzed under the multinomial logit model.
One objective of a choice experiment is to optimally or efficiently estimate the parameters of interest which essentially consists of either only the main effects or the main plus two-factor interaction effects of the k attributes. D-optimal designs have been obtained in the literature either under the utility-neutral setup or using the locally D-optimal/Bayesian approach. D-optimal designs have been obtained theoretically under the utility-neutral setup, for example, see Graßhoff et al. (2003) , Graßhoff et al. (2004) , Street and Burgess (2007) , Street and Burgess (2012) , Demirkale, Donovan, and Street (2013) , Bush (2014) , Großmann and Schwabe (2015) and Singh, Chai, and Das (2015) . In contrast, in the locally-optimal and the Bayesian approach, D-optimal designs have been obtained using computer algorithms (see, Huber and Zwerina (1996) , Sándor and Wedel (2001) , Sándor and Wedel (2002) , Sándor and Wedel (2005) , Kessels, Goos, and Vandebroek (2006) , , , Kessels et al. (2009) , Yu, Goos, and Vandebroek (2009)) . In this paper, we follow the utility-neutral approach.
Traditionally, in a choice experiment, respondents are shown the same collection of N choice pairs under the assumption that the respondents are alike. A choice experiment with the inherent premise that the respondents are alike is not quite practical since respondents, being a random sample Statistica Sinica: Newly accepted Paper (accepted version subject to English editing) Optimal Paired Choice Block Designs 4 from a population, are more likely to be heterogeneous. also noted that heterogeneity leads to responses from different respondents being different.
In a paired choice experiment, there is always a constraint on the maximum number of choice pairs that can be shown to each respondent so as to maintain overall response quality. A major concern with the traditional optimal paired choice designs is that the number of choice pairs in the design increases rapidly as k and/or v i 's are moderately increased.
Attempts have been made to address the issue of heterogeneity through different models and approaches. Sándor and Wedel (2002) have addressed the heterogeneity in respondents by constructing designs through a computerintensive algorithmic approach under the so called mixed logit model. In their approach, same set of N choice pairs are shown to every respondent.
Subsequently, Sándor and Wedel (2005) demonstrated that the use of different choice designs for different respondents and the random allocation of respondents to these designs yields substantially higher efficiency than the designs obtained in Sándor and Wedel (2002) . Later , for catering to heterogeneity in conjoint experiments, introduced a random respondent effects model for estimating the main effects and used algorithmic methods for constructing D-optimal deStatistica Sinica: Newly accepted Paper (accepted version subject to English editing) Optimal Paired Choice Block Designs 5 signs. The conjoint designs under their setup consists of identifying as many sets of options as there are respondents. Therefore, the approach, though similar, is not applicable to our setup.
Often in practice, there is a pool of choice sets and respondents are allocated a random subset of choice sets (Street and Burgess, 2007) . This process is continued until all choice sets are used once. Thereafter the process is started again. To address the ad hoc approach in the random allocation of choice sets, we use an additional fixed-effect term in the model to systematically split the pool of choice sets. In experimental design theory, the concept of blocking, as a tool to eliminate systematic heterogeneity in the experimental material, has been used extensively. Following the same approach, we consider the respondents as blocks. Thus, in contrast to the computer-intensive algorithmic approaches of Sándor and Wedel (2005) and , we treat the respondent heterogeneity as a nuisance factor by including respondent-level block effect terms in the model and then design experiments to optimally estimate the parameters of interest after eliminating the respondent (block) effects. Adopting such an approach also enables the experimenter to get optimal designs with reasonable number of choice pairs s(< N ) shown to each of the r respondents. Later in Section 2, we discuss the kind of heterogeneity that is being taken care of in our approach and the seemingly similar approaches.
In what follows, a design with b blocks each of size s is generated and that each block is associated to a respondent. Usually t copies of a proposed design is used for larger numbers of respondents r = tb, since replicating the design does not affect its optimality. We therefore, restrict ourselves to optimal paired choice block designs with b blocks each of size s with N = bs.
In this context, the traditional paired choice designs reduce to b = 1, s = N and r = t where s is necessarily atleast the number of model parameters. However, for b > 1, the block size s can be smaller than the number of model parameters, but the paired choice design with b blocks can still estimate all model parameters. In order to estimate the model parameters, we provide optimal designs with block sizes that are flexible and practical under our setup.
In Section 2, treating respondent heterogeneity as a nuisance factor and incorporating the fixed respondent (block) effects in the model, we obtain the information matrix for estimating the parameters of interest after eliminating the respondent (block) effects. In Section 3, under the main effects block model, we provide optimal paired choice block designs for estimating the main effects for symmetric and asymmetric attributes.
We also give a simple solution to the problem of identifying generators in the constructions of optimal paired choice designs. In Section 4, under a broader main effects block model, we provide optimal paired choice block designs for symmetric and asymmetric attributes. The broader main effects model constitutes the main effects and the two-factor interaction effects with interest lying only in the estimation of the main effects. Finally, in Section 5, we provide optimal paired choice block designs for estimating the main plus two-factor interaction effects. Finally, we provide a Discussion in Section 6.
Preliminaries and the model incorporating respondent effects
Most of the work on optimal choice designs is based on the multinomial logit model approach of either Huber and Zwerina (1996) or that followed in Street and Burgess (2007) . Großmann and Schwabe (2015) observed that the two approaches are equivalent for the purpose of finding optimal designs. We work with the multinomial logit model approach of Huber and Zwerina (1996) . The multinomial logit model supposes that the probability of preferring option 1 over option 2 in the ith choice pair can be expressed as π 12i = e u 1i /(e u 1i + e u 2i ), where u 1i and u 2i represent the systematic part of the utilities attached to the two options in choice pair i. Similarly π 21i = Statistica Sinica: Newly accepted Paper (accepted version subject to English editing)
1 − π 12i is the probability that option 2 is preferred over option 1. It follows that for the ith choice pair, the choice probabilities depend only on the utility difference u 1i − u 2i . For a design d with N choice pairs, since options are described by k attributes, the utilities are modeled using the linear predictor u j = P pj θ, where θ is a p × 1 vector representing the parameters of interest, P pj is an N × p effects-coded matrix for the jth option, and
is an N × 1 utility vector for the jth option, j = 1, 2. The utility difference u 1 − u 2 = (P p1 − P p2 )θ = P p θ is then a linear function of the parameter vector θ. For the purpose of deriving optimal designs, it is often assumed that θ = 0. This indifference or the utility-neutral assumption means that the two options in a choice set are equally attractive and leads to a considerable simplification of the information matrix and the design problem. Under the utility-neutral multinomial logit model, the Fisher information matrix is (1/4)P p P p (see, Großmann and Schwabe (2015) ).
Simultaneously, Graßhoff et al. (2003) and Graßhoff et al. (2004) tions again depends on the difference matrix P p = P p1 −P p2 . More precisely, the response is described by the model, Z = u 1 − u 2 + = (P p1 − P p2 )θ + = P p θ + , where is the random error vector. The matrix C = P p P p is the We discuss only D-optimality since, as noted in Großmann and Schwabe (2015) , most of the optimality results for choice designs and linear paired comparison designs are available for the D-criterion. A D-optimal design has the maximum determinant of the information matrix among all competing designs.
For paired choice experiments, the multinomial logit model as well as the linear paired comparison model are based on the utility difference u 1 − u 2 . By incorporating respondent effects, the relevant utility differences under the block model, with blocks being the respondents, becomes Unlike Sándor and Wedel (2005) and , where an assumed distribution on the model parameters takes care of the respondent effects, our approach, following the standard block design theory, has been to consider β j as a fixed-effects term. While the vast literature on theoretically obtained D-optimal designs for choice experiments rests on a multinomial logit model without any respondent effects, our fixed-effects block model attempts to obtain the optimal block designs theoretically under the utility-neutral setup.
In either the multinomial logit model or the linear paired comparison model, including respondent effects β can be regarded as adding b twolevel attributes to the set of p predictor variables. Then, the corresponding difference matrix for the pairs, in b blocks, has an additional component and can be written as (P p , W ). Thus, under the utility-neutral multinomial logit block model, it follows that the information matrix for estimating θ and β is
where 
This follows from the standard linear model theory where a parameter vector is partitioned into a parameter vector of interest and the nuisance parameters (see, for example, Page 68 of Haines (2015) 
It is observed that eliminating respondent effects simultaneously controls the within-pair order effects (see, Goos and Großmann (2011) and Bush, Street, and Burgess (2012) ).
Optimal block designs under the main effects model
Under the main effects block model, from (2.1) it follows that
the main effects for the jth option, j = 1, 2, and From (2.3), the information matrix for estimating the main effects after eliminating the block effects is
where C M = P M P M is the information matrix for estimating the main effects under the unblocked model. From (3.1), it follows that a necessary and sufficient condition forC M = C M to hold is W P M = 0. Therefore, by suitably blocking the choice pairs of an optimal paired choice design into b blocks such that W P M = 0, one can obtain an optimal paired choice block design. We provide a simple condition to achieve the same, proof of which is provided in the Supplementary Material.
Theorem 1.C M = C M if for each block, the levels of every attribute appear equally often in the first option as well as in the second option.
This property of every level of an attribute appearing the same number of times in the first and second option of pairs is also known as positionbalance (see, Großmann and Schwabe (2015) ).
An orthogonal array OA(n, k, v 1 × · · · × v k , t), of strength t, is an n × k array with elements in the ith column from a set of v i distinct symbols
, such that all possible combinations of symbols appear equally often as rows in every n × t subarray. An orthogonal array is symmetric if v i = v for all i and the corresponding OA is denoted by OA(n, k, v k , t), else it is an asymmetric orthogonal array. Street and Burgess (2007) , Demirkale, Donovan, and Street (2013) and Bush (2014) provide the OA + G method for constructing optimal paired choice designs using orthogonal arrays and generators G. Let G be a collec- In the literature, arriving at the generators G has been usually through a trial-and-error approach, and no general results on the structure of such generators appear to exist. In fact, Bush (2014) Example 3. From an OA(24, 15, 2 13 × 3 × 4, 2), for estimating the main effects of k = 14 attributes of which 13 attributes are at 2 levels and 1 attribute is at 3 levels, an optimal paired choice block design can be constructed for δ = 4, h = 1, k = 14, b = 4, s = 6 are optimal. As an illustration, we give a 2 4 × 3 paired choice block design d 2 with parameters k = 5, b = 4, s = 6.
(00000 It is noted that when the attributes have mixed levels greater than 3, the OA + G method leads to choice designs with a large number of Theorem 5. For an OA(n 2 , k+1, v k ×v k+1 , 2) with v k+1 = n 2 /v, an optimal paired choice design d 5 with parameters k, v, b = 1, s = n 2 (v − 1)/2 exists.
Furthermore for v odd, a paired choice block design d 6 with parameters Table 1 highlights the flexibility in the number of blocks while blocking the traditional optimal symmetric paired choice designs as listed in Table   2 of Demirkale, Donovan, and Street (2013) . We list the values of s and b corresponding to the optimal designs obtained through Theorem 3 and Theorem 4. It is observed that in the parameter range of Table 1 Note that, from a given optimal paired choice design in D k,b,s , we can randomly group the b blocks into b/x blocks each of size xs to obtain optimal paired choice designs in D k,b/x,sx . In Table 1 , the designs with x = 1 are first obtained using the Theorems as mentioned in the corresponding column headers whereas the designs with x > 1 are obtained thereafter through random grouping. One could obtain a table similar to Table 1, for optimal asymmetric paired choice designs based on a list of more than 600 orthogonal arrays with n ≤ 100. With the introduction of the respondent effects, from (2.1), the relevant utility differences become
where γ is a
coded matrix of the two-factor interaction effects for the jth option, j = 1, 2, and P I = P I1 − P I2 . Let P Ij = (P 1 Ij , . . . , P n Ij ) where P l Ij corresponds to the lth choice pair in P Ij . Also, let P l M j(i) represent the columns of P M j corresponding to the lth choice pair and ith attribute. Then,
The information matrix for estimating the main effects after eliminating the two-factor interaction effects and the block effects is
Therefore, a paired choice design which is optimal under the main effects model is also optimal under the broader main effects block model ifC B = C M , that is, if P I P M = 0 and W P M = 0. The designs in Theorem 3 satisfy W P M = 0 and for symmetric designs with v = 2, it follows from Singh, Chai, and Das (2015) that the designs additionally satisfy P I P M = 0. Therefore, in particular, for symmetric designs with v = 2, the paired choice block designs of Theorem 3 are also optimal under the broader main effects block model.
We now give the following construction for optimal paired choice block designs under the broader main effects model. 
Construction. On lines similar to Theorem 3, the construction here is based on using sets of generators, from Theorem 2, on an orthogonal array of strength 3.
We now provide another method to obtain symmetric optimal paired choice block designs with s = v; v ≥ 3. . The design so obtained has distinct choice pairs in every block.
Optimal block designs for estimating the main plus two-factor interaction effects
The literature on optimal paired choice designs for estimating the main plus two-factor interaction effects is very limited since such designs require a large number of choice pairs to be shown to every respondent. Graßhoff et al. (2003) , Street and Burgess (2004) and Großmann, Schwabe, and Gilmour (2012) have provided optimal and/or efficient paired choice designs under this setup for k attributes each at two levels. In this Section, we consider each of the k attributes to be at two levels. Let q = k/2 , where z represents the smallest integer greater than or equal to z. The construction method of Street and Burgess (2007) entails starting with an orthogonal array OA(n 1 , k, 2 k , 4) as a set of n 1 first options, and then taking the foldover of α attributes in the second option, keeping the rest of the k − α attributes same for each of the n 1 choice pairs. Here α = q for k odd and α = q and q + 1 for k even. This process is repeated for for k odd and
for k even.
Incorporating respondent effects, the model is as given in (4.1). However, in contrast to Section 4, interest here lies in the estimation of both the main-effects and the two-factor interaction effects. The information matrix for estimating the main plus two-factor interaction effects under the multinomial logit model incorporating respondent effects is
As earlier, in order to achieve optimal paired choice block designs, we start with an optimal paired choice design d (ii) the frequency of the pairs from the set {(01, 00), (01, 11), (10, 00), (10, 11)} is same as the frequency of the pairs from the set {(00, 01), (00, 10), (11, 01), (11, 10)} for every two attributes.
We now provide a method of construction for optimal paired choice block designs with s = 4.
Theorem 11. For k > 4, there exists a paired choice block design d Statistica Sinica: Newly accepted Paper (accepted version subject to English editing) (i) Write the complete factorial involving 2 α combinations. Divide this set into two-halves such that the second half is a foldover of the first half.
(ii) Write the complete factorial involving 2 k−α combinations. Divide this set into two-halves such that the second half is a foldover of the first half.
(iii) Take one combination from the first half of (i), say a, and two combinations from the first half of (ii), say b and c. Let a , b and c be the foldovers of a, b and c, respectively. Corresponding to the element f of F , make a block having choice pairs (ab, a b), (ab , a b ), (a c, ac), (a c , ac ).
Here, in a choice pair, the option ab implies that if a = a 1 · · · a i · · · a α and
, then a i corresponds to the attribute index f i and b j corresponds to the attribute index f j .
(iv) Repeat (iii) for each of the 2 α−1 combinations in the first half of (i) using the same b and c as in (iii). Then, repeat the entire process for two different combinations from the first half of (ii).
(v) Repeating (i)-(iv) for every element f of F corresponding to α = q for k odd and α = q and q + 1 for k even, an optimal paired choice block design gives the optimal design with parameters k = 4, b = 10, s = 8.
Discussion
In situations where an optimal design has more choice pairs than a respondent can complete, the N choice pairs can be split among the respondents (blocks) either randomly or using a spare attribute, if there is one available (see, Street and Burgess (2007) ). To this effect, we have instances of respondents being considered as blocks in various choice experiments, although without much theoretical rigor. Bliemer and Rose (2011) reported that 64% of studies used a blocking column to allocate choice sets to respondents, 13% assigned choice sets randomly to respondents, 5% studies provided the full factorial to each respondent and for the remaining 18% of the studies, it could not be determined how choice sets were assigned to respondents.
With an objective to assess the main or interaction effects, wherever practical, the same set of N optimal choice pairs are shown to every respondent. As such there are no theoretical results on optimal designs, under the utility-neutral setup, where different respondent sees smaller and different designs. In contrast, the approach that is adopted here allows the construction of optimal designs with smaller and flexible number of choice pairs, to be shown to every respondent. Even in situations where simple techniques like blocking using a spare attribute can not be used, we provide optimal paired choice block designs.
In contrast to the approaches of Sándor and Wedel (2005) and , following the block design theory, we adopt the fixed-effects block model for obtaining optimal designs. The approach adopted here treats respondent heterogeneity as a nuisance factor by including respondent-level fixed-effect terms in the model and enables the derivation of analytical results. Though there is no guarantee that the optimal block designs obtained under this setup and the heterogeneous designs obtained by Sándor and Wedel (2005) would be same, it would require a separate study to compare optimal designs obtained under the two approaches.
Furthermore, unlike their designs, which are available only for situations when estimation of the main effects is of interest, we have provided optimal paired choice block designs not only under the main effects model but also under the broader main effects model and under the main plus two-factor interaction effects model.
Supplementary Materials
Supplementary Material available online includes proofs.
